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Let M3F
q
[t] be a "xed polynomial and k52 be an integer. In this paper we will
give the density of the set of all monic irreducible polynomials P for which P#M is
a k-free polynomial. ( 2001 Academic Press
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Let F
q
be the "nite "eld with q elements and let M3F
q
[t] be a "xed
polynomial. A polynomial is called k-free if it is not divisible by the kth power
of any irreducible polynomial. The purpose of this paper is to derive the
density of the set of all monic polynomials P for which P#M is a k-free
polynomial. We have:
THEOREM 1. ‚et M3F
q
[t] be a ,xed polynomial and k52 be an integer.
=e de,ne ;
k
(M, d) to be the set of all monic irreducible polynomials P of
degree d for which P#M is a k-free polynomial. „hen
lim
d?=
d;
k
(M, d)
dMP DP3P
‘
, degP"dN1Partially supported by NSC grant of the Republic of China.
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PKM
P|P‘
A1!
1
DP Dk!DP Dk~1B ,
where P
‘
is the set of all monic irreducible polynomials.
Theorem 1 is an immediate consequence of the following asymptotic
formula for d;
k
(M, d ) and the prime number theorem for F
q
[t] (cf. [8,
Proposition 2.3]).
THEOREM 2. ‚et M3F
q
[t] be a ,xed polynomial and k52 be an integer.
If d’degM, then
d;
k
(M, d )"q
d
d
<
PKM
P|P‘
A1!
1
DP Dk!DP Dk~1B#O(drqd@2‘1),
where r is the number of irreducible factors of M and the implied constant does
not depend on M, q, k, or d.
We will prove Theorem 2 in Section 3.
Remark. It is interesting to compare Theorem 2 with the analogous
formula in the case of Z derived by Mirsky (cf. [7]). Here we get a much better
error term than the one which is possible in the classical situation.
I thank Chih-Nung Hsu for a useful suggestion concerning the error term
in Theorem 2.
2. NOTATIONS
Let F
q
be the "nite "eld with q elements and let A"F
q
[t] be the poly-
nomial ring in one variable. We denote by A
‘
the set of all monic poly-
nomials and by P
‘
the set of all monic irreducible polynomials. For any
Q3A
‘
, write Q"< r
i/1
Pni
i
with P
i
3P
‘
. The polynomial MoK bius k-function
and polynomial Euler ’-function are de"ned as
k (Q)"G
1 for Q"1,
0 for Q being not square free,
(!1)l for Q"P
1
P
2
2P
l
and ’(Q) is the cardinality of (A/QA)*. It is not di$cult to see that
’(Q)"DQ D ) r<
i/1
A1!
1
DP
i
DB , where DQ D"q$%’Q.
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k
, a MoK bius function of order k where k52
is an integer. De"ne
k
k
(Q)"G
1 if Q is k-free,
0 otherwise.
Furthermore, recall the zeta function f(s) of A.
f (s)" +
Q|A‘
1
DQ D s
, for R(s)’1
"(1!q/qs)~1.
Throughout this paper, we make the convention that
+ @ and <@
refer to the sum and product taken over only monic polynomials.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Before we prove Theorem 2, we introduce the following lemmas.
LEMMA 3. ‚et M be a ,xed polynomial. =e have
K +
@
$%’Q/j
(M,Q)/1
k (Q) K4maxM( j#1)
r~1, q jr~1N,
where r is the number of irreducible factors of M.
Proof. Let M"Pn1
1
2Pnr
r
where P
i
are irreducible polynomials of degree
a
i
. We consider the formal series
f
M
(s)" + @
(Q,M)/1
k (Q)
DQ Ds
" =+
j/0
q~js + @
(Q,M)/1
$%’Q/j
k (Q).
We may rewrite f
M
(s) as the following in"nite product
<@
PKM
P|P‘
A1!
1
DP DsB"
1
f (s)
r
<
i/1
A1!
1
DP
i
D sB
~1
"A1!
q
qsB
r
<
i/1
A1!
1
qai sB
~1
.
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+ @
$%’Q/j
(M,Q)/1
k (Q)
is equal to the coe$cient of „j in the product
(1!q„ ) (1!„a1 )~1(1!„a2)~12(1!„ar )~1
"(1!q„ )(1#„a1#„2a2#2)2(1#„ar#„2ar#2).
Hence
+ @
$%’Q/j
(M,Q)/1
k (Q)"dM(d
1
, d
2
,2, dr)3Zr Dd1a1#2#drar"j, di50N
!q )dM(d1 , d2 ,2, dr )3Z r Dd1a1#2#drar"j!1, di50N.
It follows that
K +
@
$%’Q/j
(M,Q)/1
k (Q) K4maxM( j#1)
r~1, q jr~1N. j
LEMMA 4. For every degree j51, we have
+ @
$%’Q/j
1
’(Q)
4j#1.
The proof of this lemma can be found in [3, Proposition 4.17].
Proof of „heorem 2. Without loss of generality, we may assume d54.
From the de"nition of ;
k
(M, d), we can write
d(;
k
(M, d))" + @
$%’P/d
P|P‘
k
k
(P#M).
For any monic polynomial Q, we have
k
k
(Q)" + @
akb/Q
k (a).
Thus
d(;
k
(M, d ))" + @
$%’P/d
P|P‘
k
k
(P#M)" + @
$%’P/d
P|P‘
+ @
akb/P‘M
k (a)
" + @
$%’ ayd@k
(a,M)/1
k (a) + @
$%’P/d
akb/P‘M
P|P‘
1" + @
$%’ ayd@k
(a,M)/1
k (a) + @
$%’P/d
P,~M (.0$ak)
P
‘
1.P|
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M3A and Q3A
‘
with (M,Q)"1. Then
1
’(Q)
qd
d
!3#deg(Q)
d
qd@24 + @
$%’P/d
P,M (.0$Q)
P|P‘
14 1
’(Q)
qd
d
#deg (Q)
d
) qd@2.
Hence
1
’(ak)
qd
d
!3#deg (ak )
d
qd@24 + @
$%’P/d
P,~M (.0$ak)
P|P‘
14 1
’(ak)
qd
d
#deg (ak )
d
) qd@2
and therefore
1
’(ak)
qd
d
!4qd@24 1
’(ak )
qd
d
!3#d
d
qd@2
4 + @
$%’P/d
P,~M (.0$ak)
P|P‘
14 1
’ (ak )
qd
d
#qd@2,
for deg (a)4d
k
. Then
Kd(;k (M, d))!
qd
d
+ @
$%’ ayd@k
(a,M)/1
k(a)
’(ak) K44qd@2 K + @$%’ ayd@k
(a,M)/1
k (a) K .
By Lemma 3,
K + @$%’ ayd@k
(a,M)/1
k (a) K"K
*d@k+
+
j/0
+ @
$%’ a/j
(a,M)/1
k(a) K4
*d@k+
+
j/0 K + @$%’ a/j
(a,M)/1
k (a) K
4*d@k++
j/0
q ( j#1)r~14q
r A
d
k
#2B
r
,
where r is the number of irreducible factors of M and [x] is the greatest
integer 4x. Since we assume d54, we have
K + @$%’ ayd@k
(a,M)/1
k (a) K4
q
r
d r.
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Kd(;k (M, d ))!
qd
d
+ @
$%’ ayd@k
(a,M)/1
k (a)
’(ak ) K44
q
r
d rqd@2.
Since
+ @
$%’ ayd@k
(a,M)/1
k (a)
’(ak )
" + @
(a,M)/1
k (a)
’(ak)
! + @
$%’ a;d@k
(a,M)/1
k (a)
’(ak)
,
we can rewrite the inequality as follows:
Kd(;k (M, d ))!
qd
d
+ @
(a,M)/1
k(a)
’(ak)
#q
d
d
+ @
$%’ a;d@k
(a,M)/1
k (a)
’(ak ) K44
q
r
d rqd@2.
We now evaluate qd/d + @
(a,M)/1
k (a)/’(ak) and qd/d + @
$%’ a;d@k
(a,M)/1
k (a)/’(ak) sep-
arately.
(1)
qd
d
+ @
(a,M)/1
k (a)
’(ak)
"q
d
d
<@
P|P‘
PKM
A1!
1
’(Pk)B"
qd
d
<@
P|P‘
PKM
A1!
1
DP Dk!DP Dk~1B.
(2) By Lemma 4, we have
K
qd
d
+ @
$%’ a;d@k
(a,M)/1
k (a)
’(ak ) K4
qd
d
+
n;d@k
+ @
$%’ a/n
1
’ (ak )
"q
d
d
+
n;d@k
+ @
$%’ a/n
1
Dak~1 D’ (a)
"q
d
d
+
n;d@k
1
qn(k~1)
+ @
$%’ a/n
1
’(a)
4q
d
d
+
n;d@k
n#1
qn(k~1)
4qd
d A
d
k (k!1) log q#
1#(k!1) log q
(k!1)2(log q)2#
d
k
#2B q~d‘d@k
46qd@k.
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!4 q
r
d rqd@2!6qd@k
4d(;
k
(M, d))!qd
d
<@
P|P‘
PKM
A1!
1
DP Dk!DP Dk~1B
44 q
r
drqd@2#6qd@k
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. j
Remark. One can also prove Theorem 1 by the method employed by Hsu
in [5]. His approach is based on abelian extensions of F
q
(t) arising from the
torsion of the Carlitz module. Also, more sophisticated analytic arguments
are needed for his method. In this paper, we prefer a more direct approach to
obtain the density in question.
As a variation of Theorem 2, we can also establish the following result.
THEOREM 5. ‚et M be a monic polynomial of degree d and k52
be an integer. =e de,ne „
k
(M)"M(P, Q)3P
‘
]A
‘
DP#Q"M, degP"d,
Q is k-freeN. „hen
d„
k
(M)"qd
d
<
PKM
P|P‘
A1!
1
DP Dk!DP Dk~1B#O(drqd@2‘1),
where r is the number of irreducible factors of M and the implied constant does
not depend on k,M, d, or q.
The proof of this result is very similar to that of Theorem 2; hence we omit
it.
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